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Abstract

In many problems in Computational Physics and Chemistry, one finds
a special kind of sparse matrices, termed banded matrices. These matrices,
which are defined as having non-zero entries only within a given distance
from the main diagonal, need often to be inverted in order to solve the as-
sociated linear system of equations. In this work, we introduce a new O(n)
algorithm for solving such a system, being n×n the size of the matrix. We
produce the analytical recursive expressions that allow to directly obtain the
solution, as well as the pseudocode for its computer implementation. More-
over, we review the different options for possibly parallelizing the method,
we describe the extension to deal with matrices that are banded plus a small
number of non-zero entries outside the band, and we use the same ideas to
produce a method for obtaining the full inverse matrix. Finally, we show
that the New Algorithm is competitive, both in accuracy and in numerical
efficiency, when compared to a standard method based in Gaussian elimi-
nation. We do this using sets of large random banded matrices, as well as
the ones that appear when one tries to solve the 1D Poisson equation by
finite differences.
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1. Introduction

In this article we present efficient formulae and subsequent algorithms
to solve the system of linear equations

Ax = b , (1)
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where A is a n × n matrix, x is the n × 1 vector of the unknowns, b is a
given n× 1 vector and A satisfies that for known mu,ml < n

AI,I+K = 0 ∀ K > mu ,∀I , (2)

AI+L,I = 0 ∀ L > ml ,∀I , (3)

i. e., A is a banded matrix and (1) is a banded system. We also investigate
how to solve a similar systems where there are some non-zero entries not
lying in the diagonal band.

Banded systems like this are abundant in the computational physics and
computational chemistry literature, specially because the discretization of
differential equations, transforming them into fininte-differences equations,
often results in banded matrices [1, 2]. Many examples of this can be
found in boundary value problems in general [3, 4, 5], in fluid mechan-
ics [6, 7, 8], thermodynamics [9], classical wave mechanics [3], structure
mechanics [10], nanoelectronics [11], circuit analysis [12], or diffusion equa-
tions and Maxwell’s first-order curl equations [2]. In quantum chemistry,
finite difference methods using banded matrices are used both in the wave-
function formalism [13, 14, 15] and in density functional theory [16, 17].
In addition to finite-differences problems, banded systems not arising from
discretization are also present in several areas, like constrained molecular
dynamics [18] or the calculation of Lagrange multipliers in classical mechan-
ics [19]. Moreover, banded matrix techniques are not only useful in linear
systems, but also in linearized ones, which also appear frequently in the
literature [4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 18].

The resolution of a linear system with A a n× n dense matrix requires
O(n3) floating point operations (or flops)1 (A flop is a floating point oper-
ation, like addition, substraction, multiplication and quotient [21].). How-
ever, banded systems can be solved in O(nmuml) flops using very simple
recursive formulae, while the explicit form of A−1 can be obtained in O(n2)
flops. As mentioned before, there exist a number of physical problems whose
behaviour is described with banded systems where mu,ml � n, which pro-
vides large computational savings. This is even more important in cases in
which the calculation of relevant quantities requires many iterations. This
is the case of molecular dynamics [22, 14], Monte Carlo simulations [23],
quantum properties calculations via self-consistent field equations [24, 25],
etc.

1As stated in [20], this can be reduced to O(nlog27≈2.807).
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In this work, we introduce a new algorithm for solving banded systems
and inverting banded matrices which presents very competitive numerical
properties, outperforming in many cases other commonly used techniques.
Additionally, we provide the explicit recursive expressions in which the algo-
rithm is based, thus facilitating further analytical developments stemming
from it.

The article is structured as follows: in section 2, we derive simple re-
cursive formulae for the efficient solution of a linear banded system. They
enable to solve (1) in O(nmuml) flops, and are suitable to be used in a
serial machine. In section 3, we extend these formulae to the case of sys-
tems where some entries outside the band are also non-zero and provide
some clues about the numerical cost of such extensions. In section 5, we
briefly discuss the main issues related to the numerical performance of com-
puter algorithms, and we comment on the schemes used for parallelizing
linear banded solvers which can be combined with the technique presented
here. In section 4, we cast the mathematical relations introduced in 2 into
algorithmic form, providing the pseudocode of the basic algorithm and dis-
cussing possible alternatives. In section 6, we compare our new scheme
with another popular banded solver in terms of both accuracy and numeri-
cal cost, using randomly generated banded systems; while, in section 7, we
apply the method to a simple physical problem: the solution of the 1D Pois-
son equation. Finally, in section 8, we state the most important conclusions
of the work. As extra material, in the Appendix, we provide equations for
the explicit expression of the entries of A−1.

2. Analytical solution of banded systems

One of the most common ways of solving the linear system in eq. (1)
consists in gradually turning to zero the different entries of the matrix A in a
process called Gaussian elmination [26, 27, 28]. This process is based on the
possibility of writing A as A = LU , with L a lower triangular matrix and U
an upper triangular one. This way of writing A, called LU -decomposition,
is possible (i.e., L and U exist), if and only if A is invertible and all its
leading principal minors are non-zero [29]. If one of the two matrices L and
U is chosen to be unit triangular, i.e., with 1’s on its diagonal, the matrices
not only exist but they are also unique.

The analytical calculations and algorithms introduced in this work are
based on a different but closely related property of A, namely, the possibility
of finding Q a lower triangular matrix and P an upper triangular one, such
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that we have
QAP = I ⇒ A−1 = PQ , (4)

where I is the identity matrix.
The requirements for these two matrices to exist are the same as those

in the LU -decomposition, because, in fact, the two propositions are equiva-
lent. That the existence of a ‘QP -decomposition’ follows from the existence
of the LU one is trivially proved if we make Q = L−1 and P = U−1. The
converse implication follows from the fact that, for an invertible matrix A
(it has to be invertible if we want that eq. (1) has a unique solution), the
fact of its determinant, detA, being different from zero and the relation
detQ detA detP = det I = 1 force both Q and P to have non-zero deter-
minant and be, therefore, invertible. This allows to write A = Q−1P−1

and, since the inverse of a triangular matrix is also a triangular matrix of
the same kind, we can identify L = Q−1 and U = P−1 thus proving the
existence of the LU -decomposition. This equivalence also allows us to say
that, as long as one of the two matrices Q and P is unit triangular, the
QP -decomposition is unique.

An important qualification to this situation is that, in order to solve the
system in eq. (1), the only options are not to QP (or LU) decompose A; we
can also solve the system by performing a Gaussian elimination process that
is based on the QP (or LU) decomposition of a matrix Ã, which is obtained
from A by permuting its rows and/or columns. If these permutations, also
called pivoting in the context of Gaussian elimination, are performed, the
condition for QÃP = I (or Ã = LU) to hold is just that A is invertible, and
the algorithms obtained from the pivoting case are tipically more stable. In
what follows, we shall deal only with the non-pivoting case for simplicity,
but the reader should notice that pivoting can be included in the discussion
with minor adjustments. The algorithms derived in sec. 4 and implemented
in the computer contain both the pivoting and the non-pivoting cases.

Therefore, let us now explicitly build the matrices P and Q that satisfy
(4) for a given matrix A. When we know them, they can be used to compute
the inverse A−1, and then we will be able to solve (1). However, in this
section (see also ref. [30]), we will see that there is no need to explicitly
build A−1, and the information needed to calculate P and Q can be used in
a different way to solve (1).
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We begin by writing P and Q as follows

P := P1P2 . . . Pn =
n∏

K=1

PK , (5a)

Q := QnQn−1 . . . Q1 =
1∏

K=n

QK , (5b)

being

PK :=



1
. . .

1
ξKK ξK,K+1 . . . ξK,K+mu

1
. . .

1
. . .

1


, (6)

and

QK :=



1
. . .

1
ξK+1,K 1

...
. . .

ξK+ml,K 1
. . .

1


, (7)

where K = 1, . . . , n, and all the non-specified entries are zero. Note that
PK equals the identity matrix except in its K-th row, and QK equals the
identity matrix except in its K-th column.

Now, the trick is to choose all coefficients ξIJ in the preceding matrices
so that we have QAP = I in (4) (whenever the conditions for this to be
possible are satisfied; see the beginning of this section).

First, we must notice that, given (6), multiplying an generic matrix G
by its right by PK is equivalent to adding the K-th column of G multiplied
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by the corresponding ξ coefficients to several columns of G, at the same
time that the K-th column of the original matrix is multiplied by ξKK :

(GPK)IJ = GIJ for J < K and J > K +mu , (8a)

(GPK)IK = GIKξKK , (8b)

(GPK)IJ = GIJ +GIKξKJ for K < J ≤ K +mu . (8c)

If we take this into account, we can choose ξ11 so that (AP1)11 = 1, and
(AP1)1J = 0 for J = 2, . . . , n. Given the fact that A is banded by hypothesis
(see, in particular (2, 3)), we have that

(AP1)11 = A11ξ11 = 1 ⇒ ξ11 = 1/A11 , (9a)

(AP1)1J = A1J + A11ξ1J = 0 ⇒ ξ1J = −A1J

A11

, 1 < J ≤ 1 +mu . (9b)

Operating in this way, we have ‘erased’ (i.e., turned into zeros) the
superdiagonal entries of A that lie on its first row, and we have done this
by multiplying A by its right by P1 with the appropriate ξ1J . Then, if
we multiply AP1 by its right by P2 and choose the coefficients ξ2J in the
analogous way, we can erase all the superdiagonal entries in the second row
and turn to 1 its diagonal entry. In general, multiplying AP1 · · ·PK−1 by
PK erases the superdiagonal entries of the K-th row, and turns to 1 the
diagonal entry. This way to proceed is called Gaussian elimination [29],
and after n steps, the resulting matrix is the unit lower triangular matrix
A
∏n

K=1 PK = AP .
The expression for the coefficients ξIJ , with I ≤ J and I > 1 is more

complex than (9) because, as a consequence of (8), whenever we multiply a
matrix by its right by PK , not only its K-th row (the one we are erasing)
is affected, but also all the rows below (the ml rows below in the case of
a banded matrix like (4)). However, the matrix A

∏K−1
L=1 PL is 0 in all its

superdiagonal entries belonging to the first K − 1 rows, and multiplying it
by its right by PK has no influence on these rows. Hence, the fact that we
have chosen to erase the superdiagonal entries of A from the first row to the
last row allows us to express the general conditions that the ξ coefficients
belonging to different PK ’s must satisfy in the following way:(

A

I∏
K=1

PK

)
II

= 1 , (10a)(
A

I∏
K=1

PK

)
IJ

= 0 for I < J . (10b)
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Now, using (10a) together with (8b), we can derive the following expres-
sion for the coefficient ξII in terms of the previous steps of the process:(

A
I∏

K=1

PK

)
II

=

(
A

I−1∏
K=1

PKPI

)
II

=

(
A

I−1∏
K=1

PK

)
II

ξII = 1

=⇒ ξII =
1(

A
∏I−1

K=1 PK

)
II

. (11)

Analogously, using (10b) and (8c), we can write an explicit expression
for ξIJ with I < J :(

A

I−1∏
K=1

PKPI

)
IJ

=

(
A

I−1∏
K=1

PK

)
IJ

+

(
A

I−1∏
K=1

PK

)
II

ξIJ = 0

=⇒ ξIJ = −

(
A
∏I−1

K=1 PK

)
IJ(

A
∏I−1

K=1 PK

)
II

= −

(
A

I−1∏
K=1

PK

)
IJ

ξII .(12)

Also according to (8), for I ≤ J(
A

L∏
K=1

PK

)
IJ

= AIJ +
L∑

M=J−mu

(
A
M−1∏
K=1

PK

)
IM

ξMJ , I > L . (13)

Note that, in this equation we have I ≤ M . The reason is that, due to
(5a) and (6), all the terms that are multiplied by coefficients ξ and added to
the I, J entry (with I < J) correspond to subdiagonal entries of A

∏K−1
L=1 PL.

This allows us to calculate the coefficients ξIJ with I > J , i.e., those that
correspond to the matrices QK , once all the coefficients in the matrices
PK have been already evaluated. Since we know that AP is a unit lower
triangular matrix, this means that its subdiagonal I,M entry (with I > M)
equals ξIJ , because no other changes affect this entry when multiplying AP
by the different QK ’s. Hence,(

A
M−1∏
L=1

PL

)
IM

= −ξIM for I > M . (14)

If we apply this on the right hand side of (13), and we insert the resulting
expression with J = I and L = I − 1 into (11), and also insert it with
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L = I − 1 into (12), we get the recursive equations we were looking for:

ξII =

(
AII −

I−1∑
M=I−mu

ξIMξMI

)−1
, (15a)

ξIJ = ξII

(
−AIJ +

I−1∑
M=I−mu

ξIMξMJ

)
for I < J . (15b)

Since eq. (13) also holds for I > J , if we join it to (14), we get

ξIJ = −AIJ +
I−1∑

M=I−mu

ξIMξMJ for I > J . (16)

These results can be further modified with the aim of improving the
numerical efficiency of the algorithms derived from them. The starting
point for the summations in (15) must be the value of M such that both
ξIM and ξMJ are non-zero. We must take into account that in a banded
matrix the number of nonzero entries above and on the left of the I, J entry
depends on the values of I, J :

• There are mu + (I − J) non-zero entries immediately above AIJ .

• There are ml−(I−J) non-zero entries immediately on the left of AIJ .

These properties are also satisfied in A
∏K

L=1 PL for all K. Therefore, if
we define

µIJ := min{mu + (I − J),ml − (I − J)} ,
µ′ := min{mu,ml} ,

we can re-express (15) as

ξII =

AII − I−1∑
M=max{1,I−µ′}

ξIMξMI

−1 , (17a)

ξIJ = ξII

−AIJ +
I−1∑

M=max{1,I−µIJ}

ξIMξMJ

 for I < J , (17b)

ξIJ = −AIJ +
J−1∑

M=max{1,J−µIJ}

ξIMξMJ for I > J . (17c)
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In the restricted but very common case in which ml = mu =: m, the
previous equations become

ξII =

AII − I−1∑
M=max(1,I−m)

ξIMξMI

−1 , (18a)

ξIJ = ξII

−AIJ +
I−1∑

M=max{1,J−m}

ξIMξMJ

 for I < J , (18b)

ξIJ = −AIJ +
J−1∑

M=max{1,I−m}

ξIMξMJ for I > J . (18c)

The reader must also note that, although the coefficients ξIJ have been
obtained performing the products

∏1
K=nQKA

∏n
L=1 PL in a certain or-

der, they are independent of this choice. Indeed, if we take a look to
expressions (5a), (5b), (6), and (7), we can see that the K-th row (or
column) is always erased before the (K + 1)-th one. It does not mat-
ter if we apply first QK or PK to erase the K row (or column). In both
cases the result of the operation will be the same: to add −GIKGKJ/GKK

(where G :=
∏1

M=K−1QMA
∏K−1

L=1 PL) to all the entries of GIJ such that
I ∈ {K + 1, . . . , K + ml} and J ∈ {K + 1, . . . , K + mu}. This is valid
when both the K-th row and the K-th column are not erased yet. If one
of them is already erased, erasing the other has no influence on GIJ with
I ∈ {K + 1, . . . , K + ml} and J ∈ {K + 1, . . . , K + mu}. In both cases
ξIK = −GIK/GKK for I > K, and ξKJ = −GKJ/GKK for J > K. This
is because all the previous rows (or columns) are erased before, and then
adding columns (or rows) has no influence on the K-th one.

Now, the algorithm to solve (1) can be divided into three stages (in our
implementation we join together the first and second ones). Since A−1 =
PQ (4), these steps are:

1. Get the coefficients ξ.

2. Obtain the intermediate vector c := Qb.

3. Obtain the final vector x = Pc.

Using the results derived above, let us calculate the expressions for the
second and third steps:
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Whenever we multiply a generic n × 1 vector v by the left by QK (see
(7)), we modify its K-th to (K +ml)-th rows in the following way:

(QKv)I = vI for I ≤ K, I > K +ml , (19a)

(QKv)I = vI + ξIKvK for K < I ≤ K +ml . (19b)

Since Q := QnQn−1 . . . Q1, using the expression for each of the QK in
(7), and the fact that ξIJ = 0 for I > J +ml, we have

QIJ = 0 for I < J , (20a)

QII = 1 , (20b)

QIJ =
I−1∑

M=max{I−ml,1}

ξIMQMJ for I > J . (20c)

where the maximum in the lower limit of the sum accounts for border effects
and ensures that M is never smaller than 1.

From these relations among the entries of Q we can get the components
cI of the intermediate vector c in the second step above:

cI =
n∑
J=1

QIJbJ =
I∑

J=1

QIJbJ = bI +
I−1∑
J=1

 I−1∑
M=max{I−ml,1}

ξIMQMJ

 bJ

= bI +
I−1∑

M=max{I−ml,1}

ξIM

I−1∑
J=1

QMJbJ

= bI +
I−1∑

M=max{I−ml,1}

ξIMcM , (21)

where we have used that Q is a lower triangular matrix (20a), then (20c)
and finally a feedback in the equation.

We will now turn to the third and final step of the process, which consists
of calculating the final vector x = Pc.

Whenever we multiply a generic n× n matrix G by the left by PK (see
eq. (6)), the resulting matrix is the same as G in all its rows except for the
K-th one, which is equal to a linear combination of the first mu + 1 rows
below it:

(PKG)IJ = GIJ for I 6= K , (22a)

(PKG)KJ =

min{K+mu,n}∑
L=K

ξKLGLJ , (22b)
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where the minimum in the upper limit of the sum accounts for border effects
and ensures that K + L is never larger than n.

If we now use the relations above to construct P as in (5a), i.e., we first
take Pn and multiply it by the left by Pn−1, then we multiply the result,
Pn−1Pn, by the left by Pn−2, etc., we arrive to:

PII = ξII , (23a)

PIJ =

min{I+mu,n}∑
K=I+1

ξIKPKJ for I < J , (23b)

PIJ = 0 for I > J , (23c)

meaning that every row of P is a linear combination of the following rows,
plus a term in the diagonal.

These expressions allow us to obtain the last equation that is necessary
to solve the linear system in (1):

xI =
n∑
J=1

PIJcJ =
n∑

J=I

PIJcJ = ξIIcI +
n∑

J=I+1

min{I+mu,n}∑
K=I+1

ξIKPKJ

 cJ

= ξIIcI +

min{I+mu,n}∑
K=I+1

ξIK

n∑
J=I+1

PKJcJ

= ξIIcI +

min{I+mu,n}∑
K=I+1

ξIKxK . (24)

Now, we can use expressions (17a), (17b), and (17c) in order to obtain
the coefficients ξ, and them plug them into (21) and (24) to finally solve
(1).

To close this section, let us focus on the computational cost of this proce-
dure: From (17a), (17b), and (17c), it follows that obtaining the coefficients
ξ requires O(n) flops. Being more precise, the summations in (17a), (17b),
and (17c), require µIJ products and µIJ − 1 additions (2µIJ − 1 flops). If,
without loss of generality, we consider mu ≥ ml, it is easy to check that the
following computational costs hold:

• Obtaining one diagonal ξII takes 2µ′ + 2 ' 2mu flops.
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• Obtaining one superdiagonal coefficient ξIJ (where I < J) takes about
2 min{ml,mu − (J − I)} flops. Hence, in order to obtain all the coef-
ficients in a column above the diagonal, there are two sets of ξ’s that
require a different number of operations. The lower one requires 2ml

flops; the upper one 2(mu− (J − I)) flops. All in all, obtaining ξJ−I,J
for I = 1, . . . ,mu takes about ml(2mu −ml) flops.

• In order to obtain the ξIJ coefficient in a subdiagonal row (I > J), the
number of flops to be performed is min{mu,ml−(I−J)} = ml−(I−J);
in such a way that the total number of flops related to this row is
approximately m2

l .

Finally, obtaining all coefficients ξ would take slightly less (due to the
border effects) than 2nmuml flops. Once they are known (or partly during
the process to get them), we can obtain the solution vector x using the
simple recursive relationships presented in this section at a cost of 4n(mu +
ml) flops.

3. Banded plus sparse systems

A slight modification of the calculations presented in the previous section
is required to tackle systems where not all the non-zero entries are within
the band. The resulting modified procedure is described in this section.

If we have

A′ := A+
Tmax∑
T=1

A′RTST
∆RTST , (25)

with A banded (see eqs. (2) and (3)) and the matrix ∆RTST consisting of
entries (∆RTST )IJ = δI,RT

δJ,ST
, being δIJ the Kroenecker delta, we shall say

that A′ is a banded plus sparse matrix, and

A′x = b (26)

a banded plus sparse system.
In the pure banded system (section 2) only ξK,K+J and ξK+I,K with

K = 1, . . . , n; J = 1, . . . ,mu; I = 1, . . . ,ml had to be calculated. In this
case, we also need to get

ξIST
if RT < ST , for I = RT , RT + 1, . . . , ST −mu − 1 ,

ξRT J if RT > ST , for J = ST , ST + 1, . . . , RT −ml − 1 ,
12



with T = 1, . . . , Tmax.
This is so because, when erasing an extra-band entry above the diagonal

ξRTST
(through Gaussian elimination, i.e., multiplying by a PRT

matrix) new
non-zero entries are created below. When erasing (eliminating) an extra-
band entry below the diagonal, new non-zero entries are created on its right.

If we define

νRT I := max{RT , I −ml} , (27a)

ρST J := max{ST , J +mu} , (27b)

then, if RT < ST , we have

ξRTST
= −A′RTST

ξRTRT
, (28a)

ξIJ =
I−1∑
M=ν

ξIMξMJ for RT < I < J −mu ; (28b)

and if RT > ST ,

ξRTST
= −A′RTST

, (29a)

ξIJ =
J−1∑
M=ρ

ξIMξMJ for ST < J < I −ml . (29b)

These equations have to be modified for I < J if there exist A′RxST
with

Rx < RT . This is so because erasing the upper non-zero entries by adding
columns creates new non-zero entries below them, and the new relations
must take this into account. Analogous corrections must be done for I > J
if there exist A′RTSx

with Sx > ST . The way to build the correct formula for
ξIJ in each case is to use eqs. (17a), (17b), and (17c) allowing summations
to start by M = 1 and avoiding to include the ξKL that are known a priori
to be zero.

The computational cost of solving banded plus systems scales with n, as
long as the number of columns above the band and rows below it containing
non-zero entries A′RTST

is small (� n).

4. Algorithmic implementation

Based on the expressions derived in the previous sections (17, 21, 24), we
have coded a number of different algorithms that efficiently solve the linear
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system in (1). The difference between the method in this work and the most
commonly used implementation of Gaussian elimination techniques, such as
the ones included in LAPACK [26], Numerical Recipes in C [27], or those
discussed in ref. [28] is that these methods perform an LU factorization
of the matrix A, and the coefficients ξ for the Gaussian elimination are
obtained in several steps, whereas the method introduced here does not
perform such a LU factorization, and it obtains the coefficients ξ in a single
step.

In order to obtain the solution of (1) we need to get the coefficients ξ for
Gaussian elimination as explained in section 4. That is, one diagonal coef-
ficient for each row/column, mu coefficients in each row and ml coefficients
in each column (except for the last ones, where less coefficients have to
be calculated). Higher accuracies in the solution are obtained by pivoting,
i.e., altering the order of the rows and columns in the process of Gaussian
elimination so that the pivot (the element temporarily in the diagonal and
by which we are going to divide) is never too close to zero. Double pivot-
ing (in rows and columns) usually gives more accurate results than partial
pivoting (in rows or columns). However, the former is seldom preferred for
banded systems, since it requires O(n2) operations, while the latter requires
only O(n). In the implementations described in this section, we choose to
perform partial pivoting on rows, as they do in refs. [27, 26]. In the same
spirit, and in order to save as much memory as possible, we store matrices
by diagonals.

We proceed as follows: For each given I, we obtain ξII (using (17a)),
and then ξJI (using (17c)) for J = I + 1, . . . , I + ml. If |ξJI | > |ξII |, we
exchange rows I and J in the matrix A and in the vector b. This is called
partial pivoting in rows, and it usually gives greater numerical stability to
the solutions; in our tests of section 6 the error was lowered in two orders
of magnitude by partial pivoting. Next, we calculate ξIJ (using (17b)) for
J = I+ 1, . . . , I+mu. When we have calculated all the relevant coefficients
ξ for a given I, we calculate cI using (21). We repeat these steps for all
rows I, starting by I = 1 and moving one row at a time up to I = n. This
ordering enables us to solve the system using eqs. (17), (21), (24), because
the superdiagonal ξIJ (i.e., those with I < J) only require the knowledge of
the coefficients with a lower row index I, while the subdiagonal coefficients
ξIJ with I > J only require the knowledge of coefficients with a lower
column index. We have additionally implemented a procedure to avoid
performing dummy summations (i.e., those where the term to add is null),
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which eliminates the need for evaluating µIJ in every step. According to the
pivotings performed before starting to calculate a given ξ, a different number
of terms will appear in the summation to obtain it. This procedure uses
the previous pivoting (i. e., row exchanging) information and determines
how many ξ coefficients have to be obtained in any row or column, and how
many terms the summation to obtain them will consist of (this procedure
is not indicated in the pseudo-code below for the sake of simplicity). The
final step consists of obtaining x from b using (24).

The pseudo-code of the algorithm can be summarized as follows:

// Steps 1 and 2: Calculating the coefficients ξ and the vector c
for (K = 1, K ≤ n, K + +) do

// Calculating the diagonal ξ’s:
ξKK = 1/(AKK +

∑K−1
M=K−µ′ ξKMξMK)

// Calculating the subdiagonal ξ’s:
for (I = K + 1, I ≤ I +ml, I + +) do
ξIK = −AIK +

∑K−1
M=K−µIK ξIMξMK for I > J

end for

// Pivoting:
if ∃ |ξJI | > |ξII | for J = I + 1, . . . , I +ml then

for (K = 1, K ≤ n, K + +) do
AIK ↔ AJK

end for
bI ↔ bJ

end if

// Calculating the superdiagonal ξ’s:
for (J = K + 1, J ≤ K +mu, J + +) do
ξKJ = −ξKKAKJ +

∑K−1
M=K−µKJ

ξKMξMJ

end for

// Calculating cK = (Qb)K :
cK = bK
for (L = K −ml, L ≤ K − 1, L+ +) do
cK+ = ξK,LcL

end for
end for
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// Step 3: Calculating xK = (Pc)K = (PQb)K :
for (K = n, K ≥ 1, K −−) do
xK = ξKKcK
for (L = K + 1, L ≤ K +mu, L+ +) do
xK+ = ξK,LxL

end for
end for

In the actual computer implementation we split the most external loop
into three loops (I = 1, . . . , 2m, I = 2m + 1, . . . , n − 2m, and I = n −
2m + 1, . . . , n), because the summations to obtain the coefficients ξ lack
some terms in the initial and final rows. We store A by diagonals in a
n × (2mu + ml + 1) matrix in order to save memory and, with the same
objective, we overwrite the original entries AIJ with the calculated ξIJ for
I ≤ J , and we store the ξIJ with I > J in another n× (2ml) matrix.

One possible modification to the algorithm presented above is to omit
the pivoting. This usually implies larger errors in the solution, but results
in important computational savings. It can be used in problems where
computational cost is more important that achieving a very high accuracy.
In any case, one must note that the accuracy of the algorithm is typically
acceptable without pivoting, so in many cases no pivoting will be necessary.

In (24) we can see that no subdiagonal coefficients (ξIJ with I > J) are
needed to obtain x from c. In (21), we can see that only ξIK are necessary
in order to obtain cI , thus making it unnecessary to know ξLK for L < I.
Therefore, we can get rid of them once cI is known. Since we calculate
cI immediately after calculating all ξIK , we can overwrite ξI+1,K on the
memory position of ξIK . If we do so, about one third of the memory is
saved, since less coefficients must be stored, however, according to some
preliminary tests, this option is also 20% slower than the simpler one in
which all coefficients are stored independently.

5. Parallelization

There exist many works in the literature aimed to parallelize the calcu-
lations needed to solve a banded system [1, 10, 21, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. The decision about which one to choose, and, in partic-
ular, which one to apply to the algorithms presented in this work depends,
of course, on the architecture of the machine in which the calculations are
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going to be performed. The choice is additionally complicated by the fact
that, normally, only the number of floating point operations (flops) required
by each scheme is reported in the articles. However, the number of flops is
known to be a poor measure of the real wall-clock performance of computer
algorithms and, specially, parallel ones, for a number of reasons:

• Not all the flops require the same time. For example, in currently
common architectures, a quotient takes 4 times as much cycles as an
addition or a product.

• A flop usually requires to access several positions of memory. Each
access is much slower than the flop itself [42]. Moreover, the number
of memory accesses does not need to be proportional to the number
of flops.

• Transferring information among nodes in a cluster is commonly much
slower than accessing a memory position or performing a floating point
operation [42].

Despite this unavoidable complexities and the fact that rigorous tests
should be made in any particular architecture, two parallelizing schemes
seem well suited for the method presented in this work: the one in ref. [32]
for shared-memory machines and the one in ref. [10] for distributed-memory
machines. The former is faster if the communication time among nodes
tends to zero, whereas the latter tackles the communication time problem
by significantly reducing the number of messages that need to be passed.

6. Results and discussion

In the previous sections, we derived explicit expressions to directly solve
banded systems, and we described their algorithmic implementation. Nu-
merical tests have been performed to check the validity of the new scheme.

In order to assess its performance, we both measure its absolute accuracy
and numerical efficiency and compare them with those of the banded solver
described in the well-known book Numerical Recipes in C [27]. This solver,
like the one in ref. [28], belongs to a popular family of algorithms which work
by calculating the ξ coefficients for the Gaussian elimination procedure in
different iterations. Since the coefficients result from the summation of
several terms, they first obtain the first term of the summation of several
ξ’s, then all the second terms, and so on. In contrast, our method gets first
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the final value of a given ξ by calculating all the terms in the corresponding
summation; and then, once a given ξIJ , is known, it computes ξI,J+1.

In the comparisons in this section, we consider mu = ml = m for sim-
plicity. We took n = 103, 104 and 105 and m = 3, 10, 30, 100 and 300 for all
them in our tests. In addition to this, we took n = 106 with m = 3, 10 and
30. For each given pair of values of n and m, we generated a set of 1000
random banded matrices. They are n × n, and all their entries are null,
except the diagonal ones and their first m neighbours on the right and on
the left. The value of these entries is a random number between 500 and
−500 with 6 figures. The components of the independent term (the vector
b in (4)) are random numbers between 0 and 1000, also with 6 figures. We
tested both algorithms (that from [27] and ours) with and without pivoting.
We used PowerPC 970FX 2.2 GHz machines, and no specific optimization
flags have been given to the compiler. Every point in our performance plots
corresponds to the mean of 1000 tests and, in each point, we use the same
random system as the input for both algorithms. With respect to the mea-
sure of the wall-clock time, we consider only the computation time, not the
time for initializing the system and displaying the results.

The errors E are measured using the normalized deviation of Ax from
b if we use as vector x the solution provided by the numerical method:

Error :=

∑n
I=1 |

∑n
J=1AIJxJ − bI |∑n
I=1 |xI |

. (30)

Figure 1: Properties of the New Algorithm introduced in this work, with piv-
oting, as a function of the size of the matrix n and the width of the band m in
random banded test systems. a) Its accuracy, as measured by the error defined
in eq. (30). b) Its numerical efficiency, measured by the execution time.
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In the plots in this section we present the absolute and relative accuracy
and efficiency of the New Algorithm (NA) introduced in this work to the
aforementioned banded solver appearing in Numerical Recipes in C (NRC),
[27] (NRC), for the cases with and without pivoting. The yellow spheres in
the plots represent the calculated points, which correspond to the average
of 1000 tests with different input random matrices and vectors. For the
sake of visual confort, interpolating surfaces have been produced with cubic
splines, also, the x and y axes are in logarithmic scale. In the figures in
which we compare quantities between the two algorithms, a blue plane at
z = 1 divides the n,m regions where one algorithm or the other is to be
preferred.

In figure 1a, we can see that our algorithm with pivoting has a very good
accuracy, with the error being approximately constant with n, and increas-
ing with m as a power law, log(Error) ∝ log(m), with a small exponent
(∼ 1.4). The execution time in the tested region (see fig. 1b) is propor-
tional to n, and also approximately proportional to m1.7, not to m2 as one
could expect from the number of flops (∝ nm2). This suggests that memory
access is an important time-consuming factor, in addition to floating point
operations.

Figure 2: Comparison between the properties of the New Algorithm introduced
in this work (NA) and the one in ref. [27] (NRC), both with pivoting, as a function
of the size of the matrix n and the width of the band m in random banded test
systems. a) Relative accuracy, as measured by the quotient of the errors defined
in eq. (30). b) Relative numerical efficiency, measured by the quotient of the
execution times.
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Figure 3: Histogram of the errors made by the algorithms NA and NRC for
solving random banded systems without pivoting. The data corresponds to 1000
random inputs with n = 105 and m = 10.

In fig. 2a, we can see that, if pivoting is performed, our new algorithm
is always more accurate than NRC, except for a narrow range of m between
1 and 4; the typical increase in accuracy is around a 5%, reaching almost a
15% for some values of n and m. In fig. 2b, we can see that, if pivoting is
present, the New Algorithm is also faster than NRC for most of the studied
values of n and m; being typical speedups of around a 40% and the largest
ones of almost a 80%.

If pivoting is not performed, the accuracy decreases typically by two or
three orders of magnitude (but errors still remain very low, usually around
10−10). We also see that, in the non-pivoting case, a few of the calculations
(around 1 in 500) present errors significantly larger than the average, prob-
ably suggesting that the random procedure has produced a matrix that is
close to singular with respect to the hypotheses introduced in sec. 2. We
show a typical example of the distribution of errors for the non-pivoting
banded solvers NA and NRC in fig. 3. The data corresponds to the er-
rors of 1000 random input matrices with n = 105 and m = 10. In such a
case, the average of the error is less representative. In this example test,
the highest error in NRC is 1.57 · 10−9, and in NA is 2.53 · 10−9, although
these numbers are probably anecdotical. One must also note that 99% of
the errors are O(10−10) or smaller. A comparison of the red and green bars
in the histogram suggests that there are not big differences in the errors of
both algorithms (NA and NRC) without pivoting.
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Figure 4: a) Numerical complexity of the New Algorithm introduced in this
work, without pivoting, when solving random banded test systems. Execution
time as a function of the size of the matrix n and the width of the band. b)
Comparison between the numerical complexity of NA and NRC.

Despite these problems in dealing with almost singular matrices, not
pivoting has an important advantage regarding computational cost, and it
may be useful for problems in which the matrices are a priori known to
be well behaved. These computational savings are noticed if we compare
figs. 1b, and 4a. In fig. 4b, we can additionally see that the New Algorithm
introduced in this work is always faster than NRC for the explored values
of n and m if no pivoting is performed; the increase in efficiency reaching
almost a factor 3 for some values of n and m, and being typically around a
factor 2.

To sum up, we can conclude that, for the matrices tested in this section,
the new algortithm introduced in this work is competitive both in accuracy
and in computational efficiency when compared with a standard method for
inverting banded matrices. This holds true both with and without pivoting.

7. An application: Efficient solution of a 1D finite-differences
problem

In order to test the New Algorithm in a real (albeit simple) physical
problem, we used it, as well as the NRC algorithm studied in the previous
section, to solve the Poisson equation (31) in one dimension with a (known)
independent term b(x) chosen to be Gaussian.

d2

dx2
f(x) = b(x) . (31)
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Figure 5: Comparison of the error of the New Algorithm (NA) and NRC for
solving the fourth-order 1D Poisson equation in a mesh. The error is calculated
using eq. (30).

If we discretize the Laplace operator of second derivatives, d2/dx2, into
n points, an n × n matrix A appears that needs to be inverted in order to
solve the problem. If the discretization is chosen to be fourth order, which
is more accurate than the usual second order one, A is a banded matrix
with mu = ml = m = 4 [17].

We solved the problem for different values of n in a computer with a
2.26 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo. We found that, in this particular problem,
and although errors are very small in any case (see fig. 5), the algorithms
with pivoting give results that are always less accurate than those of the
algorithms without pivoting. Since pivoting requires additional time, it is
clear that we should use algorithms without pivoting. In this case, the New
Algorithm is better than NRC for all the tested values of n, despite the
low value of m, as it can be observed in fig. 5. We can also notice that
the error does not increase with the size of the system n, as it happened
with the random matrices in the previous section. In the case without
pivoting (which is the recommended case, as we mentioned) the difference
in computational efficiency between the two algorithms is around 2-3%, with
the New Algorithm outperforming NRC.

For this particular problem, the logarithm of the execution times in the
tested range of n follows an almost perfect linear relationship log(t/s) =
a log(n) + b, being the parameters:
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• NRC with pivoting: a = 1.001, b = −5.912

• NA with pivoting: a = 1.001, b = −5.779

• NRC without pivoting: a = 1.002, b = −6.005

• NA without pivoting: a = 1.000, b = −6.006

8. Concluding remarks

We have introduced in this work a new method to invert the banded
matrices that so often appear in Computational Physics and Chemistry,
as well as in other disciplines. We have shown that this new algorithm is
capable of being more accurate than standard methods based on Gaussian
elimination at a lower computational cost, which opens the door to its use
in many practical problems, such as the ones described in the introduction.

Moreover, we have produced the analytical expressions that allow to
directly obtain, in a recursive manner, the solution to the associated linear
system in terms of the entries of the original matrix. To have at our disposal
these explicit formulae, which have also been presented for the calculation
of the full inverse matrix in the Appendix, not only simplifies the task
of coding the needed computer algorithms, but it may also be useful to
facilitate analytical developments in the problems in which banded matrices
appear.
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Appendix A. Inverse of a banded matrix

In the previous sections, we proved that the banded linear system of
n equations with n unknowns in (1) can be solved in order n operations.
Sometimes, we can be interested on obtaining the inverse matrix A−1 itself.
We can do it in order n2 operations using the same kind of ideas discussed
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in the main body of the article. It is worth to be stressed that the explicit
inverse of an arbitrary banded matrix usually cannot be obtained in O(n)
flops, since the inverse of a banded matrix has n2 entries and it is not, in
general, a banded matrix itself (an exception to this is a block diagonal
matrix). In order to obtain an efficient way to invert A, in this appendix
we will derive some recursive relations between the rows of P (and Q). To
this end, we will first calculate the explicit expression of the entries of these
matrices.

Using eqs. (5), (6), and (7), from which (8) and (19) follow, and after
some straightforward but long calculations, one can show that the afore-
mentioned entries satisfy

PIJ = ξJJ
∑

c∈C↑
I,J,mu

∏
(K,L)∈c

ξKL for I < J , (A.1a)

PII = ξII , (A.1b)

PIJ = 0 for I > J , (A.1c)

and

QIJ =
∑

c∈C↓
I,J,ml

∏
(K,L)∈c

ξKL for I > J , (A.2a)

QII = 1 , (A.2b)

QIJ = 0 for I < J . (A.2c)

We call the summations appearing in the first line of each of this groups
of expressions jump summation from I to J with increasing indices (↑) and
mu neighbours, and jump summation from I to J with decreasing indices (↓)
and ml neighbours, respectively. The jump summation provides us with an
explicit expression for all entries in A−1, without the need to recursively refer
to other entries. This can be useful in order to parallelize its calculation.

As it can be seen in the expressions, each product in the sums contains
a number of coefficients ξKL. The pairs of indices (K,L) which are included
in a given product are taken from a set c. In turn, each term of the sum
corresponds to a different set of pairs indices c drawn from a set of sets
of pairs of indices C↑I,J,mu

(in the case of PIJ) or C↓I,J,ml
(in the case of

QIJ). Therefore, the only detail that remains to understand these ‘jump
summations’ is to specify which are the elements of these latter sets.

A given element c of either C↑I,J,mu
or C↓I,J,ml

can be expressed as

c = {(K1, L1), (K2, L2), . . . , (KS, LS)} , (A.3)
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in such a way that C↑I,J,mu
comprises all possible such c’s that comply with

a number of rules:

• K1 = I, and LS = J .

• Kr < Lr, for r = 1, . . . , S.

• Kr+1 = Lr, for r = 1, . . . , S.

• Lr −Kr ≤ mu, for r = 1, . . . , S.

Let us see an example:∑
c∈C↑

3,6,2

∏
(K,L)∈c

ξKL = ξ3,4ξ4,5ξ5,6 + ξ3,4ξ4,6 + ξ3,5ξ5,6 . (A.4)

The rules to determine the elements of C↓I,J,ml
are analogous to the ones

above but taking into account that the indices decrease:

• K1 = I, and LS = J .

• Kr > Lr, for r = 1, . . . , S.

• Kr+1 = Lr, for r = 1, . . . , S.

• Kr − Lr ≤ ml, for r = 1, . . . , S.

An example would be:∑
c∈C↓

5,1,3

∏
(K,L)∈c

ξKL = ξ5,4ξ4,3ξ3,2ξ2,1 + ξ5,3ξ3,2ξ2,1 + ξ5,4ξ4,2ξ2,1

+ ξ5,4ξ4,3ξ3,1 + ξ5,3ξ3,1 + ξ5,2ξ2,1 + ξ5,4ξ4,1 .(A.5)

If we first focus on P , it is easy to see that, according to the properties
of the jump summation, we have∑

c∈C↑
I,J,mu

∏
(K,L)∈c

ξKL = ξI,I+1

∑
c∈C↑

I+1,J,mu

∏
(K,L)∈c

ξKL

+ ξI,I+2

∑
c∈C↑

I+2,J,mu

∏
(K,L)∈c

ξKL

+ . . .+ ξI,I+mu

∑
c∈C↑

I+mu,J,mu

∏
(K,L)∈c

ξKL . (A.6)
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If we insert a multiplicative factor ξJJ at both sides and use (A.1), this
equation becomes eq. (23) obtained in sec. 2:

PIJ =

min{I+mu,n}∑
K=I+1

ξIKPKJ for I < J .

An analogous expression for Q can be obtained in a similar way:

QIJ =

min{J+ml,n}∑
L=J+1

QILξLJ for I > J .

Now, if we define µ1 := min{mu, J−I}, and µ2 := min{ml, I−J}, since
A−1 = PQ (see (4)), we have that

(A−1)IJ = (PQ)IJ =
n∑

K=1

PIKQKJ =
n∑

K=J

PIKQKJ =

=
n∑

K=J

(
I+µ1∑
L=I+1

PLKξIL

)
QKJ =

I+µ1∑
L=I+1

ξIL

(
n∑

K=J

PLKQKJ

)

=

I+µ1∑
L=I+1

ξIL(A−1)LJ for I < J , (A.7)

which is a recursive relationship for the superdiagonal entries of A−1.
Peforming similar computations, we have

(A−1)II = ξII +

I+µ1∑
L=I+1

ξIL(A−1)LJ = ξII +

J+µ2∑
L=J+1

ξLJ(A−1)IL , (A.8)

(A−1)IJ =

J+µ2∑
L=J+1

ξLJ(A−1)IL for I > J . (A.9)

Using the last three equations, we can easily construct an algorithm to
compute A−1 in O(n2) flops. This algorithm would first calculate (A−1)nn =
ξnn. Then it would use (A.7) to obtain, in this order, (A−1)n−1,n, (A−1)n−2,n,
. . ., (A−1)1n. These are the superdiagonal (I < J) entries of the n-th
column. Then, it would use (A.9) to obtain, in this order, (A−1)n,n−1,
(A−1)n,n−2, . . ., (A−1)n1, i.e., the subdiagonal (I > J) entries of the n-th
row. Once the n row and column of A−1 are known, (A−1)n−1,n−1 can be
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obtained with (A.8), and then (A.7) and (A.9) can be used to obtain the
entries of this (n− 1) column and row, respectively. When calculating the
entries of a column J , i.e., ξKJ with K < J , ξLJ is to be obtained always
before ξL−1,J . When calculating the entries of a row I, i.e., ξIK with I > K,
ξIK is to be obtained always before ξI,K−1. This procedure can be repeated
for all rows and columns of A−1, and the calculation of the K-th row and
column can be performed in parallel.
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